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The South China Sea reaching peak

through which to address wider issues.
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jurisdiction. In restricting the access of

years. Therefore, China’s response to the
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its legitimacy, and state that the ruling is
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traditional reliance on economic channels
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a relatively small issue to cloud an

others to look beyond issues such as

otherwise progressive summit, and it must

territory, as China continues to make it

be made clear that to constantly focus on

such a large part of their foreign policy.

the South China Sea is to bring public

Although China downplays attention paid

attention back towards an issue that is far

to the South China Sea, its unwillingness to

too complex to solve over the course of the

discuss territory except through physical

G20 meetings. In fact, by stating in the

action and thinly veiled threats, continue

communiqué that the G20 countries hope

to serve as a source of anxiety to other

to move beyond disagreement, and rely

countries in the vicinity. Every positive

instead on progress, it can be argued that

interaction with China comes back to the

China has chosen wisely to move beyond

South China Sea, making genuine progress

regional disputes to wider global interests.

– diplomatic or not – very difficult to
achieve.

Nevertheless, there is clearly an issue
when a country relies upon deflection and

This has resulted in a world as caught up

threats to work through an issue with

with the South China Sea as China, and it is

which it is uncomfortable. In drawing on

clear that global arenas such as the G20 are

‘inclusivity’ and global development as
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some way to go. China must now work with

improved relations and collaboration

its fellow G20 members, and other South

between all members and non-members.

China Sea claimant states, to peacefully
create a positive dialogue to find a
resolution to the dispute. China’s calls on
the G20 to work together towards joint
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